Licensing Act 2003 - Applications completed in 2020
Please find below a list of Licensing Act 2003 applications completed since 1 January 2020 by the
Licensing Authority, Worthing Borough Council, for new Premises Licences, Variations to existing
Premises Licences and Review applications.
The terms of the Licensing Act 2003 dictate that all 'new' application and 'variation' applications are
publicised and consulted on. If no representations are received from 'Responsible Authorities' or any
other persons such applications must be granted as applied for. If relevant representations are
received and mediation between the parties is unsuccessful then the application has to be
deliberated by a sub-committee of the Licensing & Control Committee B following a hearing.
'Minor variations' are also consulted on but only by 'public notice' on the premises, details posted on
this website and any responsible authorities the licensing authority selects as relevant. If relevant
representations are received and considered by officers to have implications under the licensing
objectives then the application is simply rejected and a full variation has to be applied for.
‘Review’ applications cannot be withdrawn unless a licence is surrendered and must be heard by the
full Licensing Committee B whatever agreement mediation may produce.

Partners in Wine
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at 'Partners in Wine'. The off licence/wine
merchant is situated at 6-7 Aldsworth Parade, Worthing, BN12 4UP. The licence currently authorises the sale
of alcohol for consumption off the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 09:00hrs to 20:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Authorise the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises at pre-booked wine tasting
events and in a small area of the shop for wine tasting.
 Amend the hours for the sale of alcohol to:
o 10:00hrs to 21:00hrs Monday - Friday
No changes to the current hours on Saturday & Sunday were proposed. The applicant offered a number of new
conditions to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Partners in Wine Ltd.
Consultation closed: Thursday 10 December 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the timings on the licence for alcohol sales and changes to
licence conditions that could potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and
the Environmental Health Team were consulted.
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No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

The Sussex Yeoman
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Sussex Yeoman'. The public house is
situated at Palatine Road, Worthing, BN12 6JN.
The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises. The current hours are:
 Opening to the Public:
o 09:00hrs to 00:30hrs (of the following morning) Sunday - Thursday
o 06:00hrs to 01:30hrs (of the following morning) Friday & Saturday
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 10:00hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight) Sunday - Thursday
o 07:00hrs to 01:00hrs (of the following morning) Friday & Saturday
The application sought to amend the morning opening hours of the premises Sunday to Thursday allowing it to
open for non-licensable activity:
 Opening to the Public:
o 07:30hrs to 00:30hrs (of the following morning) Sunday to Thursday
No changes to the opening times on Friday & Saturday or for the hours for licensable activity on any day were
sought.
Licence holder and applicant: Spirit Pub Company (Services) Ltd.
Consultation closed: Thursday 10 December 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a Minor Variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Lucifer's Cafe Bar
An application for a full variation to the premises licence at 'Lucifer's Cafe Bar'. The cafe-bar is situated at
58/62 Portland Road, Worthing, BN11 1QG. The licence currently authorises the sale of alcohol for
consumption on the premises 10:00hrs to 21:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to extend the hours for licensable activity to:
 Alcohol Sales:
o 10:00hrs to 21:30hrs Monday - Tuesday
o 10:00hrs to 23:00hrs Wednesday - Saturday
o 10:00hrs to 22:00hrs Sunday
 Opening to the Public:
o 10:00hrs to 21:30hrs Monday & Tuesday
o 10:00hrs to 23:30hrs Wednesday - Saturday
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o

10:00hrs to 22:30hrs Sunday

No changes to the types of regulated activity provided were proposed by this application. All other conditions
of licence to remain unchanged.
Licence holder and applicant: Mr. Nick Brewer
Consultation closed: Wednesday 9 December 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required
No relevant representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted a
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Authority's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence. As a result of these conditions the representation was withdrawn.
Consequently, an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Piglets Pantry
An application for a new premises licence to allow alcohol sales as part of an online and telephone delivery
service known as 'Piglets Pantry'. The online store is situated at Unit 6-7, Hambridge Trading Estate,
Willowbrook Road, Worthing, BN14 8NA.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption off the premises.
 Alcohol Off Sales:
o 09:00hrs to 18:00hrs Monday - Sunday
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Piglets Pantry Ltd.
Consultation closed: Thursday 3 December 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required.
Due to failure to advertise the application in line with the Licensing Act regulations the public consultation on
this application had to be restarted. But once consultation was successfully completed no relevant
representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted a representation
from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Authority's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence. As a result of these conditions the representation was withdrawn.
Consequently, an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Worthing Gin (Mobile)
An application for a new premises licence to allow alcohol sales from a mobile café-bar to be sited on the
promenade and known as ‘Worthing Gin’. The bar/van to be situated at the Mobile Catering Concession Stand
on Worthing Promenade opposite West Street, Worthing, BN11 3QD.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises.
 Alcohol Sales:
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o

10:30hrs to 22:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.

The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Mr. Phillip Duckett & Ms. Alison Cooke
Consultation closed: Thursday 19 November 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required
No relevant representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted
representations from two responsible authorities. In this case Sussex Police and the A&W Council
Environmental Protection Team.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Authorities' concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence. As a result of these conditions the representations were withdrawn.
Consequently, an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

15-17 Ltd.
An application for a new premises licence for a new department store, food hall & cafe to be known as the '1517 Ltd.' The store & cafe is to be situated at 19-23 South Street, Worthing, BN11 3AN.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises.
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 09:00hrs to 22:00hrs Monday - Saturday
o 10:00hrs to 22:00hrs Sunday
 Opening to the public
o 09:00hrs to 22:30hrs Monday - Saturday
o 10:00hrs to 22:30hrs Sunday
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: 15-17 Limited
Consultation closed: Monday 16 November 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required
No relevant representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted a
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Authority's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence. As a result of these conditions the representation was withdrawn.
Consequently, an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Worthing Football Club
An application for a full variation to the premises licence covering the bars at 'Worthing Football Club'. The
club is situated at Woodside Road, Worthing, BN14 7HQ. The licence authorised the sale of alcohol 10:00hrs to
23:00hrs Monday - Saturday and 12:00hrs to 22:30hrs on a Sunday and the provision of regulated
entertainment.
The application sought:
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An extension of the hours for licensable activity on Friday & Saturday evenings:
o Alcohol Sales: 10:00hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight)
o Recorded Music, Live Music & Dancing: 23:0hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight)
o Opening to the Public: 10:00hrs to 00:30hrs (of the following morning)
 Authorisation for the use of 2 Pop Up Bars & 2 Kiosks sited within the ground for alcohol sales on
match days
No changes to the types of regulated activity provided were proposed by this application or changes to the
hours for licensable activity on other days of the week. All other conditions of licence to remain unchanged.
Licence holder and applicant: Worthing Football Centre Ltd.
Consultation closed: Thursday 29 October 2020
Committee Hearing: Held on Wednesday 2 December 2020. Due to Covid restrictions the hearing was held
online.
This application was originally submitted in January but delayed at the request of the applicant due to Covid19 restrictions. An amended application was eventually submitted on 2 October 2020.
Consultation on this application resulted in two representations being received from members of the public
and the application attracted one representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully with Sussex Police. The Police's
concerns were addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating
schedule that will become enforceable conditions of any varied licence granted in addition to those detailed in
the application.
Mediation with the local residents was not successful so the application was referred to a Licensing & Control
Sub-Committee to consider at hearing.
The Sub-Committee heard from all the parties and resolved that the Variation to the Premises Licence be
granted as applied for but imposed all the conditions agreed with Sussex Police prior to the hearing.
The grant of the licence was also subject to all the relevant conditions volunteered by the applicant in the
operating schedule and the mandatory conditions required by the Licensing Act 2003 and all other relevant
legislation.
The Sub-Committee considered all the representations made but believe that the additional conditions agreed
between Sussex Police and the licence holder would ensure that the licensing objectives will be upheld.

The Whisk(e)y Rooms
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at 'The Whisk(e)y Rooms'. The cafe-bar is situated
at 142 Montague Street, Worthing, BN11 3HG. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for consumption on &
off the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 11:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:


Temporarily extend the licensed area for 4 months to include two first floor rooms for the provision of
tables & chairs for customers to consume food & drink whilst seated there.

No other changes to the licence were sought and capacity will not be increased beyond the levels pre social
distancing. The applicant offered a number of conditions to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Ted & Pegs Ltd.
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Consultation closed: Tuesday 10 November 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the area licensed for alcohol sales that could potentially have
implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police, WSCC Fire & Rescue Service and the
Environmental Health Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Grey Skies Brewery Co.
An application for a new premises licence to allow alcohol sales as part of an online and telephone delivery
service known as the 'Grey Skies Brewery Co.'. The online store to be situated at Unit 3, Southdownview
Works, 12 Southdownview Road, Worthing, BN14 8NZ
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption off the premises.
 Alcohol Off Sales:
o Monday to Sunday 00:00hrs to 24:00hrs (internet sales only)
 Opening to the Public
o The public will not be permitted to attend the premises
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Grey Skies Brewery Co. Ltd.
Consultation closed: Wednesday 11 November 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required
No relevant representation was received from members of the public or the responsible authorities. As a
result the application was granted as applied for as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

HISBE
An application for a variation to the premises licence at the new HISBE store. The proposed store & cafe is to
be situated at 38-42 Portland Road, Worthing, BN11 1QN. The licence currently authorises:
 Sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises
o 11:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday – Saturday
o 11:00hrs to 22:00hrs Sunday
The premises licence in place was for a proposed cafe bar to be known as the Pink Cafe but which was never
completed.
The application sought authorisation for:
 Amendment to the hours for:
o Alcohol Sales: 08:00hrs to 22:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
o Opening to the Public: 08:00hrs to 22:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
 Changes in the internal layout of the premises turning it into a store & café.
 Amendment or removal of a number of conditions of licence that are no longer relevant to its new
use as a store & cafe.
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Licence holder and applicant: HISBE Food CIC
Consultation closed: Tuesday 3 November 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required.
No relevant representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted two
representations from responsible authorities. In this case Sussex Police and WSCC Fire & Rescue Service.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Authorities' concerns were
addressed by the applicant making changes to the layout of the premises and volunteering a number of
conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will become enforceable conditions of licence. As a result
of these conditions the representations were withdrawn.
Consequently, an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Premier Express - No.8 Downlands Parade
An application for a new premises licence to authorise alcohol sales for consumpton off the premises at a
proposed new conveniece store. The store is to be situated at 8 Downlands Parade, Upper Brighton Road,
Worthing, BN14 9JH.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption off the premises.
 Alcohol Off Sales:
o 08:00hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight) Friday & Saturday
o 08:00hrs to 22:30hrs Sunday – Thursday
 Opening to the Public
o 08:00hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight) Friday & Saturday
o 08:00hrs to 22:30hrs Sunday – Thursday
The applicant has offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Mrs Diana Thas
Consultation closed: Monday 2 November 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required
No relevant representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted a
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Authority's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence. As a result of these conditions the representation was withdrawn.
Consequently, an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Best Health Food Shop
An application for a new premises licence for a health food store known as the 'Best Health Food Shop'. The
store is situated at 27 Broadwater Street West, Worthing, BN14 9BT.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption off the premises.
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 09:00hrs to 21:00hrs Monday – Saturday
o 10:00hrs to 20:00hrs Sunday
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Opening to the public
o 09:00hrs to 21:00hrs Monday – Saturday
o 10:00hrs to 21:00hrs Sunday

The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Broadwater Health Shop Ltd.
Consultation closed: Thursday 22 October 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required
No relevant representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted a
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Authority's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence. As a result of these conditions the representation was withdrawn.
Consequently, an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

RanSacked
An application for a new premises licence for a cafe & games rooms known as 'Ransacked'. The cafe is situated
at 24-26 Portland Road, Worthing, BN11 1QN.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption on the premises.
 Alcohol On Sales:
o 12:00hrs to 22:00hrs Wednesday – Saturday
o 12:00hrs to 20:00hrs Sunday
 Opening Hours:
o 12:00hrs to 22:00hrs Wednesday – Saturday
o 12:00hrs to 20:00hrs Sunday
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: RanSacked Ltd.
Consultation closed: Tuesday 13 October 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required
No relevant representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted a
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Authority's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence. As a result of these conditions the representation was withdrawn.
Consequently, an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Mat One
An application for a new premises licence for a proposed new restaurant to be known as 'Mat One'. The
restaurant to be situated at 1a Connaught Buildings, Chapel Road, Worthing, BN11 1BA. The application was
seeking authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption on the premises and the provision of recorded
music.
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Sale of Alcohol:
o 12:00hrs to 23:00hrs Sunday – Thursday
o 12:00hrs to 23:30 Friday & Saturday
Recorded Music:
o 11:00hrs to 23:30hrs Sunday – Thursday
o 11:00hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight) Friday & Saturday
Opening to the Public:
o 11:00hrs to 23:30hrs Sunday – Thursday
o 11:00hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight) Friday & Saturday

The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Mr Ali Tembel
Consultation closed: Wednesday 7 October 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required.
No relevant representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted two
representations from responsible authorities. In this case Sussex Police and A&W's Environmental Protection
Team.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Authorities' concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence. As a result of these conditions the representations were withdrawn.
Consequently, an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Molotov Cocktail & Vodka Bar
An application for a review of the premises licence at the 'Molotov Cocktail & Vodka Bar' under section 51 of
the Licensing Act 2003. The venue is situated at 31 Chatsworth Road, Worthing, BN11 1LY.
The bar's premises licence permits the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premise between 11:00hrs
and 02:00hrs (of the following morning) Monday to Wednesday, 11:00hrs and 02:30hrs Thursday & Friday,
11:00hrs and 03:00hrs Saturday and 12:00hrs and 00:30hrs Sunday. The licence also authorises the provision
of regulated entertainment.
The application was submitted by Sussex Police and requested that the Licensing Authority considered:
 Revocation of the licence
The grounds for review being the applicant's contention that the licence holder had undermined the following
licensing objectives:
 The prevention of Crime & Disorder
 Public Safety
Licence holder and applicant: Beachcomber Leisure Ltd. / Sussex Police
Consultation closed: Sunday 9 February 2020
Committee Hearing: Held on Wednesday 7 October & Thursday 8 October 2020
Due to the nature of a review application a hearing must be held by the full Licensing & Control Committee B.
Consideration of the application was delayed by the Covid-19 lock-down and rescheduled in agreement with
all the parties.
In this case during consultation no representations were received from the Responsible Authorities or
members of the public. The Licensing Act encourages mediation but this was not successful.
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The hearing was conducted online to ensure social distancing. In reaching its decision, the Licensing and
Control Committee 'B' gave due regard to the Home Office guidance, the Council's own Licensing Policy and
relevant licensing legislation. The Committee gave regard to Human Rights legislation and the rules of natural
justice. Due consideration was given to all representations made at the hearing and in writing from both
parties. In discharging its functions the Committee did so with a view to promoting the Licensing Objectives,
the relevant objectives in this case being the 'Prevention of Crime & Disorder' and 'Public Safety'.
The Committee resolved to take no action.
The reasons for the decision were that the Committee considered all the relevant evidence in this matter but
was not satisfied that the Licensing Objectives of the Prevention of Crime & Disorder and Public Safety were
being undermined by the Licence Holder. They did not consider that the evidence before them was
proportionate to take any action given the minor nature of any failures.
The Licensing Committee did recommend:
 That the Licence holder provided body worn video training and ID checker scanner training and this
was undertaken regularly to remind staff of the importance of using it in all circumstances to ensure
that the licensing objectives continue to be upheld.
 That the police and the licence holder liaise regularly to work together to uphold and promote the
licensing objectives.

Slug & Lettuce
An application for a 'full variation' to the premises licence at the 'Slug & Lettuce' public house. The venue is
situated at 20 Chapel Road, Worthing, BN11 1BJ.
The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises, the provision of regulated
entertainment and the provision of late night refreshment:
 Current hours for the Sale of Alcohol:
o 10:00hrs to 01:00hrs (of the following morning) Sunday – Wednesday
o 10:00hrs to 02:00hrs (of the following morning) Thursday
o 10:00hrs to 02:30hrs (of the following morning) Friday & Saturday
The application sought to:
 Vary the layout of the premises in accordance with the plans supplied. Licensing the existing garden
to permit on & off sales of alcohol from an external bar until.
 Add conditions to the premises licence to facilitate the running of an external bar until 23:00hrs.
No changes to the types of regulated activity provided were proposed by this application all other conditions
of licence to remain unchanged.
Licence holder and applicant: Stonegate Pub Company Ltd.
Consultation closed: Friday 4 September 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required
No relevant representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted one
representation from a responsible authority. In this case A&W Councils' Environmental Protection Team.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Environmental Protection
Team's concerns were addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises'
operating schedule that will become enforceable conditions of licence. As a result of these conditions the
representation was withdrawn.
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Consequently, an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Salvington Stores
An application for a new premises licence for a microbar & convenience store to be known as 'Salvington
Stores'. The bar & shop are to be situated on Salvington Hill, Worthing, BN13 3BE.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises.
 Alcohol Off Sales:
o 07:30hrs to 22:00hrs Monday – Saturday
o 12:00hrs to 18:00hrs Sunday
 Alcohol On Sales:
o 11:00hrs to 22:00hrs Mon – Sat
o 12:00hrs to 18:00hrs Sunday
 Opening Hours:
o 07:30hrs to 22:00hrs Mon – Sat
o 12:00hrs to 18:00hrs Sunday
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
The premises was until recently licensed for alcohol off sales.
Licence holder and applicant: High Salvington Hub Ltd.
Consultation closed: Tuesday 11 August 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required
Three relevant representations were received from members of the public and the application attracted two
representations from the responsible authorities. In this case Sussex Police and A&W Councils' Environmental
Protection Team.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Police's & Environmental
Protection Team's concerns were addressed by the applicant volunteering a comprehensive package of
conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will become enforceable conditions of licence in addition
to those detailed in the application. As a result of these conditions and amendments to the licence the
representations from the public were withdrawn.
Consequently, an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Lucifer's Cafe Bar
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at 'Lucifer's Cafe Bar'. The cafe-bar is situated at
58-62 Portland Road, Worthing, BN11 1QG. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for consumption on the
premises:
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 10:00hrs to 21:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Extend the licensed area to include a small section of the premises forecourt for the placement of
tables & chairs for customers to consume food & drink whilst seated there.
No other changes to the licence were sought. The applicant offered a number of conditions to address the
licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Mr Nicholas Brewer
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Consultation closed: Wednesday 5 August 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Goring News & Wine
An application for a new premises licence for a proposed new convenience store to be called 'Goring News &
Wine'. The shop is situated at 34 Goring Road, Worthing, BN12 4AD.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption off the premises.
 Sale of alcohol:
o 08:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
 Opening to the Public:
o 08:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Mr Satinder Pal Singh
Consultation closed: Wednesday 29 July 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required
No representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted one
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Police's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence in addition to those detailed in the application.
As a result an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

The Ardington Hotel
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Ardington Hotel'. The hotel is situated at
30-38 Steyne Gardens, Worthing, BN11 3DY. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for consumption on &
off the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 07:00hrs to 23:30hrs Sunday
o 07:00hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight) Monday - Thursday
o 07:00hrs to 00:30hrs (of the following morning) Friday & Saturday
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Temporarily extend the licensed area to include a small paved section on the green at Steyne Gardens
directly opposite the premises for the placement of tables & chairs and sale of food & alcohol to
customers seated there.
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No other changes to the licence were sought. The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating
schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Messrs. Richard & Simon Margaroli
Consultation closed: Tuesday 21 July 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involves changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police, Fire & Rescue Service and the
Environmental Health Team are being consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Oregano Pizzeria
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Oregano Pizzeria' restaurant. The venue is
situated at 28 Marine Parade, Worthing, BN11 3PT. The licence authorised the sale of alcohol for consumption
on the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 08:00hrs to 23:30hrs Monday - Sunday
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Authorise the sale of alcohol for consumption 'off the premises' as well as on
 Amend any relevant conditions of licence to allow the sale of alcohol through telephone & on-line
sales & deliveries
Licence holder and applicant: Mr Kaveh Mottaghi
Consultation closed: Monday 20 July 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
As a result of the application the licence holder was in dialogue with Sussex Police and volunteered a number
of enforceable conditions to the application.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Brunswick & Thorn Mobile
An application for a new premises licence for a proposed site to house a mobile cafe bar to be known as
'Brunswick & Thorn'. The van/stall to be situated at the Mobile Catering Van Concession Stand on Worthing
Promenade ref: WG/CS001-AFR (Opposite the Premier Inn) Worthing.
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The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises.
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 11:00hrs to 16:00hrs Tuesday & Wednesday
o 11:00hrs to 18:00hrs Thursday - Monday
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Brunswick & Thorn Ltd.
Consultation closed: Wednesday 8 July 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required
No representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted one
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Police's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence in addition to those detailed in the application.
As a result an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Yellow Yacht
An application for a new premises licence for a telephone & online alcohol delivery service to be known as
'Yellow Yatch'. The online store is to be based at 5 Cleveland Close, Worthing, BN12 2HB.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption off the premises.
 Sale of alcohol:
o 09:00hrs to 21:00hrs Monday - Thursday
o 09:00hrs to 22:00hrs Friday & Saturday
o 10:00hrs to 21:00hrs Sunday
The public will not be permitted to attend the premises and the applicant offered a number of conditions in
the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Ms Chantee Jansen Van Rensburg
Consultation closed: Wednesday 8 July 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required
No representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted one
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Police's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence in addition to those detailed in the application.
As a result an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Manuka Bar & Kitchen
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Manuka Bar & Kitchen'. The cafe bar is
situated at 9 Portland Square, Worthing, BN11 1QH. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for consumption
on & off the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 10:00hrs to 00:00hrs Sunday - Thursday
o 10:00hrs to 01:00hrs, of the following morning, Friday & Saturday
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The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Temporarily extend the licensed area to include a small section of the pavement directly outside the
premises for the placement of tables & chairs for use by customers.
No other changes to the licence were sought. The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating
schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Manuka Bar & Kitchen Ltd.
Consultation closed: Monday 6 July 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
As a result of the application the licence holder was in dialogue with Sussex Police and volunteered a number
of enforceable conditions to the application.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Fat Greek Taverna
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Fat Greek Taverna'. The restaurant is
situated at 18-20 Portland Road, Worthing, BN11 1QN. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for
consumption on the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 08:00hrs to 23:00hrs Sunday
o 09:00hrs to 23:30 Monday – Friday
o 08:00hrs to 23:30hrs Saturday
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Temporarily extend the licensed area to include a small section of the road/pavement directly outside
the premises for the placement of tables & chairs for use by customers.
No other changes to the licence were sought. The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating
schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Fat Greek Taverna Ltd.
Consultation closed: Monday 6 July 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
As a result of the application the licence holder was in dialogue with Sussex Police and volunteered a number
of enforceable conditions to the application.
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No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Fox & Finch
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Fox & Finch' micro-pub. The venue is
situated at 8-10 Littlehampton Road, Worthing, BN13 1QE. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for
consumption on & off the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 12:00hrs to 17:30hrs Sunday
o 12:00hrs to 21:30hrs Monday - Saturday
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Extend the licensed area to include a small section of the pavement directly outside the premises for
the placement of tables and chairs for use by customers.
No other changes to the licence were sought. The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating
schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Vos En Vink Ltd.
Consultation closed: Tuesday 30 June 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
As a result of the application the licence holder was in dialogue with Sussex Police and volunteered a number
of enforceable conditions to the application.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Cost Less Express
An application for a new premises licence for a convenience store known as 'Cost Less Express'. The store is
situated at 31 South Farm Road, Worthing, BN14 7AD. The application sought authorisation for the sale of
alcohol for consumption off the premises.
 Sale of alcohol:
o 07:30hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight) Monday - Sunday incl.
 Opening to the Public:
o 07:30hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight) Monday - Sunday incl.
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives. The
premises was until recently licensed for alcohol sales.
Licence holder and applicant: Dimora Evolution Ltd.
Consultation closed: Sunday 28 June 2020
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Committee Hearing: Not required.
No representations were received from the public or responsible authorities.
The applicant had, prior to making application, been in discussion with Sussex Police and addressed their
concerns by volunteering a comprehensive set of conditions in the Operating Schedule to address their
concerns. Consequently, the application was granted as applied for as per the terms of the Licensing Act.

No 1 Connaught Buildings
An application for a new premises licence for a proposed new convenience store to be situated at 1 Connaught
Buildings, Chapel Road, Worthing, BN11 1BA.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption off the premises.
 Sale of alcohol:
o 08:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
 Opening to the Public:
o 08:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Mr Satinder Pal Singh
Consultation closed: Thursday 25 June 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required.
No representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted one
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Police's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become an enforceable condition of licence in addition to those detailed in the application.
As a result an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Elephant in the Room
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'The Elephant in the Room’ micro-pub. The
venue is situated at 40 Goring Road, Worthing, BN12 4AD. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for
consumption on & off the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 12:00hrs to 21:00hrs Sunday
o 12:00hrs to 22:00hrs Monday – Thursday
o 12:00hrs to 22:30hrs Friday & Saturday
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Extend the licensed area to include a small section of the pavement directly outside the premises for
the placement of tables and chairs for use by customers.
Licence holder and applicant: Mr Nathan Wright
Consultation closed: Thursday 25 June 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
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application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
On 26 June 2020 the Licence holder instructed the Licensing Authority to withdraw his application.

Crabshack
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Crabshack' bar & restaurant. The venue is
situated at 1-2 Marine Parade, Worthing, BN11 3PN. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for
consumption on the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
 08:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Authorise the sale of alcohol for consumption 'off the premises' as well as on
 Amend any relevant conditions of licence to allow the sale of alcohol through telephone & on-line
sales & deliveries
Licence holder and applicant: Mrs Lynda Racz
Consultation closed: Tuesday 23 June 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
As a result of the application the licence holder was in dialogue with Sussex Police and volunteered a number
of enforceable conditions to the application.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Beach House Bar Cafe
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Beach House' bar/cafe. The venue is
situated at 23 Marine Parade, Worthing, BN11 3PS. The licence currently authorised the sale of alcohol for
consumption on the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 09:00hrs to 23:00hrs Sunday – Thursday
o 09:00hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight) Friday & Saturday
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Authorise the sale of alcohol for consumption 'off the premises' as well as on.
 Amend any relevant conditions of licence to allow the sale of alcohol for consumption off the
premises.
No other changes to the licence are being sought.
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Licence holder and applicant: Beach House Worthing Company Ltd.
Consultation closed: Tuesday 23 June 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
As a result of the application the licence holder took part in dialogue with Sussex Police and a number of
enforceable conditions were volunteered to the application.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

The Coffee Camp
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Coffee Camp'. The coffee shop & cafe is
situated at 194 Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 0EL. The licence currently authorises the sale of alcohol for
consumption on the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 11:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Authorise the sale of alcohol for consumption 'off the premises' as well as on.
 Amend any relevant conditions of licence to allow the sale of alcohol for consumption off the
premises including by telephone & on-line sales & deliveries.
No other changes were sought.
Licence holder and applicant: The Coffee Camp Ltd.
Consultation closed: Monday 15 June 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
As a result of the application the licence holder took part in dialogue with Sussex Police and a number of
enforceable conditions were volunteered to the application.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.
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Lidl
An application for a full variation to the premises licence at the 'Lidl' supermarket. The store is situated at 34
North Street, Worthing, BN11 1DU. The licence currently authorises the sale of alcohol for consumption off the
premises:
 Sale of Alcohol:
o 08:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday – Saturday
o 10:00 to 22:30hrs Sunday
The application sought to:
 Extend the hours for the sale of alcohol to:
o 07:00hrs to 23:00hrs Friday – Sunday
 Authorise changes to the layout of the site in accordance with the plans supplied by the applicant
incorporating a number of small changes
No changes to the types of regulated activity provided were proposed by this application all other conditions
of licence to remain unchanged.
Licence holder and applicant: Lidl Great Britain Ltd.
Consultation closed: Monday 22 June 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or the responsible authorities.
Consequently, the variation has been granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

McColls (Broadwater Rd.)
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'McColls' convenience store. The shop is
situated at 66 Broadwater Road, Worthing, BN14 8AG. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for
consumption off the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 06:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
The application sought to vary the Licence to:
 To place conditions on the licence to allow the sale of alcohol through telephone & on-line sales &
deliveries
No further changes are proposed.
Licence holder and applicant: Martin McColl Ltd.
Consultation closed: Tuesday 16 June 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.
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McColl’s (Limbrick Corner)
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'McColls' convenience store. The shop is
situated at 1-2 Limbrick Corner, Palatine Road, Worthing, BN12 6JJ. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol
for consumption off the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 06:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
The application sought to vary the Licence to:
 Place conditions on the licence to allow the sale of alcohol through telephone & on-line sales &
deliveries
No further changes are proposed.
Licence holder and applicant: Martin McColl Ltd.
Consultation closed: Tuesday 16 June 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team are being consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Boutique Turkish & Mediterranean Restaurant
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Boutique Turkish & Mediterranean
Restaurant'. The restaurant is situated at 40 Marine Parade, Worthing, BN11 1OG. The licence authorised the
sale of alcohol for consumption on the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 12:00hrs to 23:30hrs Sunday
o 10:00hrs to 00:00hrs (Midnight) Monday - Saturday
The application sought to vary the Licence to:
 Authorise the sale of alcohol with food for consumption 'off the premises' as well as on
 Amend any conditions of licence to allow the sale of alcohol with food through telephone & on-line
sales & deliveries
The applicant volunteered a number of new conditions to the licence to address the licensing objectives. No
further changes were proposed.
Licence holder and applicant: Mr Seyhmus Sayan
Consultation closed: Tuesday 16 June 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
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potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Premier Frozen Foods Ltd.
An application for a new premises licence for a warehouse/depot known as 'Premier Frozen Foods'. The
premises is situated at Unit 4-5 Timberlaine Trading Estate, Decoy Road, Worthing, BN14 8ND.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption off the premises. The alcohol to
be sold for consumption off premises through home delivery as part of an online food delivery website.
 Alcohol Sales:
o 24 hours a day
 Opening Hours:
o 09.00hrs to 17.00hrs Monday – Friday
o 09:00hrs to 13:00hrs Saturday
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Premier Frozen Foods Ltd.
Consultation closed: Sunday 14 June 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required.
No representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted one
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Police's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a condition to the premises' operating schedule that will become an
enforceable condition of licence in addition to those detailed in the application. As a result an amended licence
was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Coast Café
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at 'Coast Cafe'. The bar & cafe is situated at
Chalet Kiosks East and West, Beach Parade, Worthing, BN11 2FG. The licence authorised the sale of alcohol for
consumption on the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 11:00hrs to 23:45hrs Sunday – Thursday
o 11:00hrs to 00:45hrs (of the following morning) Friday & Saturday
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Authorise the sale of alcohol for consumption 'off the premises' as well as on. Off sales to cease at
22:00hrs daily
 Amend any relevant conditions of licence to allow the sale of alcohol for consumption off the
premises through telephone & on-line sales & deliveries
The applicant volunteered a number of new conditions to licence to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Coast Cafe Ltd.
Consultation closed: Wednesday 10 June 2020
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Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

The Cow Shed
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Cow Shed' public house/restaurant. The
venue is situated at 31A Marine Parade, Worthing, BN11 3PU. The licence authorised the sale of alcohol for
consumption on the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 10:00hrs to 23:00hrs Sunday
o 10:00hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight) Monday – Wednesday
o 10:00hrs to 01:00hrs (of the following morning) Thursday - Saturday
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Authorise the sale of alcohol for consumption 'off the premises' as well as on.
 Amend any relevant conditions of licence to allow the sale of alcohol through telephone & on-line
sales & deliveries.
Licence holder and applicant: LBC Leisure Ltd.
Consultation closed: Tuesday 2 June 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Le Spice
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Le Spice' restaurant. The restaurant is
situated at 43 Warwick Street, Worthing, BN11 3DQ. The licence authorised the sale of alcohol for
consumption on the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 11:00hrs to 00:30hrs (of the following morning) Monday - Sunday incl.
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The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Authorise the sale of alcohol for consumption 'off the premises' as well as on
 Amend any conditions of licence to allow the sale of alcohol through telephone & on-line sales &
deliveries
A number of conditions were volunteered by the applicant to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Mrs Yearun Nessa
Consultation closed: Friday 22 May 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Manuka Bar & Kitchen
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Manuka Bar & Kitchen'. The venue is
situated at 9 Portland Square, Worthing, BN11 1QH. The licence authorised the sale of alcohol for
consumption on the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 10:00hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight) Sunday – Thursday
o 10:00hrs to 01:00hrs (of the following morning) Friday & Saturday
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Authorise the sale of alcohol for consumption 'off the premises' as well as on.
 Amend any relevant conditions of licence to allow the sale of alcohol through telephone & on-line
sales & deliveries.
No other changes were sought. The applicant volunteered a number of new conditions of licence to address
the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Manuka Bar & Kitchen Ltd.
Consultation closed: Wednesday 27 May 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involves changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.
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Brunswick & Thorn
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Brunswick & Thorn' public house. The
venue is situated in Brunswick Road, Worthing, BN11 3ND. The licence authorised the sale of alcohol for
consumption on the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 11:00hrs to 21:00hrs Sunday
o 11:00hrs to 17:30hrs Monday – Tuesday
o 11:00hrs to 23:00hrs Wednesday - Saturday
The application sought to vary the Licence to:
 Authorise the sale of alcohol for consumption 'off the premises' as well as on.
 Amend any conditions of licence to allow the sale of alcohol through telephone & on-line sales &
deliveries
The applicant volunteered a number of new conditions to the licence to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Brunswick & Thorn Ltd.
Consultation closed: Tuesday 26 May 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers decided the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003

Yamu Yamu
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Yamu Yamu'. The restaurant is situated at
134 Montague Street, Worthing, BN11 3HG. The existing licence authorised the sale of alcohol for
consumption on the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 12:00hrs to 00:00hrs (midnight) Monday - Sunday incl.
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to:
 Authorise the sale of alcohol for consumption 'off the premises' as well as on.
 Amend any relevant conditions of licence to allow the sale of alcohol through telephone & on-line
sales & deliveries.
Licence holder and applicant: Taylor & Fox Ltd.
Consultation closed: Thursday 14 May 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the conditions of licence for alcohol sales that could
potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health
Team were consulted.
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No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers considered the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Morrisons
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Morrisons' supermarket. The store is
situated in Newland Street, Worthing, BN11 1JU. The licence authorised the sale of alcohol for consumption
off the premises:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 08:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday – Saturday
o 10:00hrs to 22:30hrs Sunday
o 06:00hrs to 24:00hrs 18th - 24th December (inclusive)
The application sought to temporarily vary the existing Premises Licence to authorise:
 Sale of Alcohol
o 07:00hrs to 22:00hrs Monday – Saturday
o 09:00hrs to 21:30hrs Sunday
for a period of 6 months from the grant of the application or such lesser period upon 7 days notice by the
Premises licence holder to the Licensing Authority that it wishes to revert to its standard hours.
Upon grant of the application the sale by retail of alcohol between 07:00hrs and 08:00hrs Monday to Saturday
and 09:00hrs to 10:00hrs on Sunday will be restricted to NHS and Morrisons staff only with appropriate ID.
Licence holder and applicant: WM Morrisons Supermarkets Plc.
Consultation closed: Thursday 16 April 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved temporary changes to the hours for alcohol sales that could potentially
have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Environmental Health Team were
consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers considered the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

No 1 Portland
An application for a new premises licence for a proposed new wine bar & cafe to be known as 'No 1 Portland'.
The venue is to be situated at 1 Portland Square, Worthing, BN11 1QH.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises.
 Sale of alcohol:
o 11:00hrs to 22:00hrs Monday – Saturday
o 11:00hrs to 16:00hrs Sunday
 Opening to the Public:
o 10:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday – Saturday
o 10:00hrs to 17:000hrs Sunday
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
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Licence holder and applicant: Mrs Natalie Perry
Consultation closed: Thursday 16 April 2020
Committee Hearing: Cancelled
No representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted one
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Police's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence in addition to those detailed in the application.
As a result an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Pitch
An application for a variation to the premises licence at 'Pitch'. The restaurant is situated at 16 Warwick Street,
Worthing, BN11 3DJ. The licence authorised the sale of alcohol for consumption on the premises and the
provision of regulated entertainment.
The Premises is licensed to open to the public:
 11:00hrs to 00:30hrs, of the following morning, Monday - Sunday
The application sought to:
 Extend the hours for the sale of alcohol to:
o 11:00hrs to 00:30hrs (of the following am) Mon – Sun.
 Authorise the sale of alcohol for consumption off the premises as well as on.
 Remove a condition of licence to allow the sale of alcohol through on-line sales & deliveries.
 Extend the licensed area to include a section of the pavement directly outside the main entrance to
the premises in line with the pavement tables & chairs licence granted by WSCC.
No other changes are proposed by the application.
Licence holder and applicant: Pitch Foods Ltd.
Consultation closed: Wednesday 8 April 2020
Committee Hearing: Cancelled as not required
No representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted one
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Police's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence in addition to those detailed in the application.
As a result an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Worthing Pride
An application for a full variation to the premises licence at the 'Worthing Pride' festival. The event takes place
annually in Beach House Grounds, Brighton Road, Worthing.
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The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for consumption on the premises and the provision of regulated
entertainment within the park. The current Premises licence authorises this licensable activity on up to 2 days
a year sometime between 1 June and 31 August as part of an annual ‘Worthing Pride’ festival.



Alcohol sales
o 12:00hrs to 21:30hrs Saturday & Sunday
Regulated Entertainment:
o 13:00hrs to 22:00hrs Saturday & Sunday

The application sought:






To vary the layout of the site in accordance with the plans supplied by the applicant incorporating 2
additional bars/beer tents.
Amend the following conditions in Annexe 2 of the licence:
o Condition 1 - to increase the allowed days from 2 to 3 event days a year between 1 June & 31
August
o Condition 22 - to extend the hours for musical performances by 30 minutes to 22:30hrs
Extend the hours for the sale of alcohol to:
o 12:00hrs to 22:00hrs Friday – Sunday
Extend the hours for regulated entertainment to:
o 13:00hrs to 22:30hrs Friday – Sunday

No changes to the types of regulated activity provided are proposed by this application all other conditions of
licence to remain unchanged
Licence holder and applicant: Worthing Pride Ltd.
Consultation closed: Sunday 22 March 2020
Committee Hearing: Cancelled
No relevant representation was received from members of the public or the responsible authorities. As a
result the variation was granted as applied for as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Boston Tea Party
An application for a new premises licence for a proposed new cafe to be known as 'The Boston Tea Party'. The
venue is to be situated at 8-9 Montague Place, Worthing, BN11 3BG.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises.




Sale of alcohol:
o 08:00hrs to 20:00hrs Monday - Saturday
o 08:00hrs to 18:00hrs Sunday
Opening to the Public:
o 07:00hrs to 20:30hrs Monday - Saturday
o 07:00hrs to 18:30hrs Sunday

The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Boston Tea Party Group Ltd.
Consultation closed: Wednesday 11 March 2020
Committee Hearing: Cancelled
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No representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted one
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Police's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence in addition to those detailed in the application.
As a result an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Molotov Cocktail & Vodka Bar
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Molotov Cocktail & Vodka Bar'. The venue
is situated at Unit 1 Chatsworth House, 31 Chatsworth Road, Worthing, BN11 1LY. The licence authorises the
sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises and the provision of regulated entertainments.
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to authorise:
 Minor alterations to the layout of the premises to remove of a redundant internal staircase
No changes to the hours, activities or conditions of licence were proposed by the application.
Licence holder and applicant: Beachcomber Leisure Ltd.
Consultation closed: Wednesday 11 March 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved minor changes to the layout of the premises that could potentially have
implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police, the Fire & Rescue service and the Council's
Environmental Protection Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers considered the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Warwick Arms
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Warwick Arms' public house. The venue is
situated at 25 Warwick Street, Worthing, BN11 3DQ
The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises and the provision of
regulated entertainment.
The application sought to vary the existing Premises Licence to authorise:


Minor changes to the internal layout of the premises. The changes include:
o Removal of the disabled platform lift
o New raised section with steps and ramp
o Removal of fixed seating to the front bay
o Addition of new fixed seating to the rear, and new doors to rear corridor.
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Removal of a number of obsolete, outdated or ineffective conditions from the licence regarding :
o Management controls and training.
o Risk management assessments.
o Crowd management training and implementation.
o Public Nuisance Training and supervision.
o Staff levels & Training regarding the protection of children from harm.
To be replaced with updated conditions regarding:
o Implementation of an age verification policy.
o Staff training pertinent to the Licensing Act and refresher training.
o Management safeguarding policies.
o Operation of sales refusal and incident logs
o Digital CCTV
o A Drugs Policy
o A Dispersal Policy
o SIA Door staff

No other changes were proposed by the application. All timings to remain unchanged.
Licence holder and applicant: Greene King Brewing & Retailing Ltd.
Consultation closed: Tuesday 10 March 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the layout of the premises and changes to the conditions of
licence that could potentially have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police, the Fire &
Rescue Service and the Environmental Health Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers considered the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Slug & Lettuce
An application for a variation to the premises licence at the 'Slug & Lettuce'. The public house is situated at
20 Chapel Road, Worthing, BN11 1BJ. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol, provision of regulated
entertainment and sale of late night refreshment.
The Premises is licensed to open to the public:
 07:00hrs to 01:30hrs, of the following morning, Sunday – Wednesday
 07:00hrs to 02:30hrs, of the following morning, Thursday
 07:00hrs to 03:00hrs, of the following morning, Friday & Saturday
The application sought:


To vary the layout of the premises in accordance with the plans supplied by the applicant. The
alterations being to license the external area as shown on the plans submitted, to permit sale of
alcohol within this area and for minor internal alterations. The alterations comprise:
o Ground Floor
 2 new curved booth seating to the left of the entrance.
o First Floor
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o

 No changes to the first floor layout and this remains as existing.
Beer Garden
 New external bar together with a new pergola and 2 new curved booth seating.

No changes to the types of regulated activity provided were proposed by this application all other conditions
of licence to remain unchanged.
Licence holder and applicant: Stonegate Pub Company Ltd.
Consultation closed: Tuesday 3 March 2020
Committee Hearing: Cancelled
No relevant representation was received from members of the public or the responsible authorities. As a
result the variation was granted as applied for as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

The Elephant in the Room
An application for a new premises licence for a new micro bar to be known as 'The Elephant in the Room'. The
venue is situated at 40 Goring Road, Worthing, BN12 4AD.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises.
 Sale of alcohol:
o 12:00hrs to 22:30hrs Sunday - Thursday
o 12:00hrs to 23:00hrs Friday & Saturday
 Opening to the Public:
o 12:00hrs to 23:00hrs Sunday - Thursday
o 12:00hrs to 23:30hrs Friday & Saturday
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Mr Nathan Wright
Consultation closed: Thursday 30 January 2020
Committee Hearing: Held on Tuesday 25 February 2020
Consultation on this application had to be restarted & the hearing re-scheduled due to the applicant's failure
to advertise the application in the local newspaper in accordance with the legislation.
However, once consultation was properly completed, two representations were received from members of the
public and the application attracted one representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex
Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully with Sussex Police. The Police's
concerns were addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating
schedule that will become enforceable conditions of any licence granted in addition to those detailed in the
application.
Mediation with the local residents was only partially successful so the application was referred to a Licensing &
Control Sub-Committee to consider at hearing.
The Sub-Committee heard from all the parties and resolved that a Premises Licence be granted as applied for
but imposed the amendments to timings agreed with a member of the public and all the conditions agreed
with Sussex Police prior to the hearing.
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The grant of the licence was also subject to all the relevant conditions volunteered by the applicant in the
operating schedule and the mandatory conditions required by the Licensing Act 2003 and all other relevant
legislation.
The Sub-Committee considered:
 the mediation during which the applicant had offered to amend the timings applied for and agreed to
include the further licence conditions suggested by Sussex Police being placed on the licence and
 the remaining relevant representation which had not been withdrawn.
The Committee considered that the conditions recommended by Sussex Police adequately address the issues
relating to this application and the conditions imposed promote the licensing objectives. The Committee
considered the remaining representation, that was made in relation to nuisance, and was satisfied that there
was insufficient evidence to support allegations of public nuisance based on Police statistics.

The Grape Escape
An application for a new premises licence for a proposed new wine bar, wine shop & cafe to be known as
'The Grape Escape'. The venue is to be situated at 14 Warwick Street, Worthing, BN11 3DJ.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption on & off the premises.
 Sale of alcohol:
o 11:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday – Sunday
 Opening to the Public:
o 11:00hrs to 23:30hrs Monday - Sunday
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Mr Lee Williams & Ms Kate Williams
Consultation closed: Thursday 20 February 2020
Committee Hearing: Cancelled
No representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted one
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police.
The Licensing Act encourages mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Police's concerns were
addressed by the applicant volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will
become enforceable conditions of licence in addition to those detailed in the application.
As a result an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003

Morrisons
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Morrisons' supermarket. The store is
situated in Newland Street, Worthing, BN11 1JU. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for consumption off
the premises.
The application sought to vary the existing Premises Licence to authorise:


Minor changes to the internal layout of the store
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No other changes were proposed by the application.
Licence holder and applicant: Wm Morrison Supermarkets Plc.
Consultation closed: Thursday 20 February 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involves changes to the layout of the premises that could potentially have
implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police, the Fire & Rescue Service and the Environmental
Health Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers considered the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Hare & Hounds
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Hare & Hounds' public house. The venue is
situated at 79-81 Portland Road, Worthing, BN11 1QG. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for
consumption on & off the premises and the provision of regulated entertainments.
The application sought to vary the existing Licence to amend the hours for the provision of live music only.
 The hours for live music were 10:30hrs to 23:00hrs Monday to Sunday
 The amended hours sought were an extra 30 minutes until 23:30hrs on Friday & Saturday only
No changes to the hours authorised for live music Sunday - Thursday or the hours for alcohol sales or other
regulated entertainments were proposed by the application. No other changes were proposed by the
application.
Licence holder and applicant: Mr Peter Wilson
Consultation closed: Thursday 30 January 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved minor changes to the hours for entertainment that could potentially
have implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police and the Council's Environmental Protection
Team were consulted.
No formal representations were received from members of the public or authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers considered the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.

Worthing Gin
An application for a new premises licence for a proposed new speciality off licence to be known as 'Worthing
Gin'. The store is to be situated at 16 The Guildbourne Centre, Worthing, BN11 1LZ.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption off the premises.
 Sale of alcohol:
o 09:00hrs to 20:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
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Opening to the Public:
o 09:00hrs to 20:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.

The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: Mr Phillip Duckett
Consultation closed: Thursday 23 January 2020
Committee Hearing: Cancelled
No representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted one
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police. The Licensing Act encourages
mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Police's concerns were addressed by the applicant
volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will become enforceable
conditions of licence in addition to those detailed in the application.
As a result an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003

The Coffee Camp
An application for a new premises licence for a cafe/coffee-house known as 'The Coffee Camp'. The venue is
situated at 194 Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 0EL.
The application sought authorisation for the sale of alcohol for consumption on the premises and the provision
of regulated entertainment.
 Sale of alcohol:
o 11:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
 Regulated Entertainment:
o 11:00hrs to 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
 Opening to the Public:
o 07:30hrs to 23:30hrs Monday - Sunday incl.
 New Year's Eve:
o an extension until 01:00hrs of the following morning
The applicant offered a number of conditions in the operating schedule to address the licensing objectives.
Licence holder and applicant: The Coffee Camp Ltd.
Consultation closed: Sunday 5 January 2020
Committee Hearing: Hearing cancelled.
No representations were received from members of the public but the application attracted one
representation from a responsible authority. In this case Sussex Police. The Licensing Act encourages
mediation and this was conducted successfully. The Police's concerns were addressed by the applicant
volunteering a number of conditions to the premises' operating schedule that will become enforceable
conditions of licence in addition to those detailed in the application.
As a result an amended licence was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003

Co-Op - Cricketers Parade
An application for a 'minor variation' to the premises licence at the 'Co-Op' store. The convenience store is
situated at 12 Cricketers Parade, Worthing, BN14 9DB. The licence authorises the sale of alcohol for
consumption off the premises. The application sought to vary the existing Premises Licence to authorise:
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Minor changes to the internal layout of the store
Installation of new assisted service tills

No other changes are proposed by the application.
Licence holder and applicant: Co-Operative Group Food Ltd.
Consultation closed: Thursday 2 January 2020
Committee Hearing: Not required for a minor variation
For a minor variation application, in addition to the statutory public consultation, the Licensing Authority has
the discretion to consult any responsible authorities it considers necessary and relevant to the type of
application. In this case, as it involved changes to the layout of the premises that could potentially have
implications affecting the licensing objectives, Sussex Police, the Fire & Rescue Service and the Environmental
Health Team were consulted.
No formal representation was received from the public or the responsible authorities consulted. After due
consideration officers considered the changes proposed unlikely to have an adverse effect on the licensing
objectives. Consequently, the minor variation was granted as per the terms of the Licensing Act 2003.
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